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Dubai is one of the seven states of UAE and is among the most popular and admired destination not
only in UAE but also in the entire world. It is situated on the Arabian Desert and can easily
differentiated from all the other statues and that is mainly because of the extra ordinary significance
and attention that Dubai has been given by both sides that is the government on it development and
as well as by the people living here and those who visit here, all admire its beauty and the highest
level. One of the most fascinating natural beauties present over here is the huge sea that it
possesses; it stretches along the east side and gives it the right kind of look that cannot be
observed at any other destination.

It is quite true that Dubai is one of those places where can have a hard time in traveling and
performing usual activities due to the high temperature but still people like to go there and visit at
the different destination and that is just due to the originality and exquisiteness of Dubai. Every one
of those who have visited Dubai must also have been to Downtown Dubai and there is strong and
valid reason for saying and the reason is that Downtown Dubai is the place where one can easily
find the number of hotels and accommodation; therefore, it is one of the busiest and liked locations
in Dubai. Apart from that tourist and people usually have a visit at the downtown because they know
that it is one such place where they can easily find all the things that are required and are necessary
for them. Hence the allies here are most of the time crowed, however, it is also a very good place
for those who are interested in knowing and discovering the traditions and norms of different
cultures because people from all the different corners of the world can easily be located over here.

Downtown is not the only destination that is liked by the locals and the tourists but there are many
others as well because of which every year thousands of tourists visit Dubai. Holiday in Dubai is like
a dream becoming true for many people and as a matter of fact it is quite true. People from all over
the different corners of the world arrive over here for just one reason and that is they want to spend
their holiday in Dubai. The reason why Dubai is considered as one of the most desired holiday
destination in the world is that Dubai has some of the most magnificent natural artifact along with
the finest master pieces of man made structures and most importantly the luxurious hotels and the
tremendous life style that they provide which is in actual each and everyone dream.

One can find several hotels in Dubai but not all these hotels are cheap and easily affordable. Some
of these hotels are quite expensive and money is not the only requirement but something more
valuable is required for these hotels and that is the time because in most of the cases people are
required to book the hotels rooms months prior to the holidays and even in some case you might
also need to plan your holidays according to the availability of the hotel in Dubai. However, not all of
these hotels are in this state, numerous other hotels can be availed at much cheaper and suitable
conditions, so it is dependent on the individuals entirely.
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